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1. Erik Stifler has a difficult time living up to his family name, what relation is Erik to Steve and Matt Stifler?

2. Erik is the only Stifler about to graduate high school as a WHAT?

3. As the film opens, Erik feigns illness so that he can stay home and DO WHAT?

4. Erik's parents and grandmother unexpectedly walk into the door and are hit with Erik's semen, which causes 
his grandmother to WHAT?

5. What is Erik's father's reaction to catching Erik masturbating?

6. How long had Erik been dating his girlfriend Tracy, who is not yet ready for sex?

7. Erik's friends Cooze and Ryan plan a road trip to visit Erik's cousin Dwight Stifler in Michigan during an 
event known as the WHAT?

8. What does Tracy 'give' Erik for his road trip to Michigan in the hopes it quenches his lust for sex seeing she is 
not yet ready? 

9. What contest is Dwight crowned CAMPUS CHAMPION at?

10. What is unique about the rough game of football Dwight and his friends lose against a bitter rival 
fraternity? 

11. What happens to Dwight when he is attacked by the midget fraternity?

12. Erik meets a college girl that has a fetish for what?
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Presents: The Naked Mile (2006) Quiz 1
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Quizmaster Answers
1. Cousin
2. Virgin
3. Masturbate
4. Die of a heart attack
5. He should be out having sex instead of 

masturbating
6. Two years

7. The Naked Mile
8. Guilt Free Weekend Pass
9. Drinking contest
10. The team is almost entirely midgets
11. Ends up in hospital
12. Virgin boys
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Presents: The Naked Mile (2006) Quiz 1

1. Erik Stifler has a difficult time living up to his family name, what relation is Erik to Steve and Matt Stifler?

2. Erik is the only Stifler about to graduate high school as a WHAT?

3. As the film opens, Erik feigns illness so that he can stay home and DO WHAT?

4. Erik's parents and grandmother unexpectedly walk into the door and are hit with Erik's semen, which causes 
his grandmother to WHAT?

5. What is Erik's father's reaction to catching Erik masturbating?

6. How long had Erik been dating his girlfriend Tracy, who is not yet ready for sex?

7. Erik's friends Cooze and Ryan plan a road trip to visit Erik's cousin Dwight Stifler in Michigan during an 
event known as the WHAT?

8. What does Tracy 'give' Erik for his road trip to Michigan in the hopes it quenches his lust for sex seeing she is 
not yet ready? 

9. What contest is Dwight crowned CAMPUS CHAMPION at?

10. What is unique about the rough game of football Dwight and his friends lose against a bitter rival 
fraternity? 

11. What happens to Dwight when he is attacked by the midget fraternity?

12. Erik meets a college girl that has a fetish for what?
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